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About PARCA



…to inform and improve the decision 
making of state and local leaders in 
Alabama through objective research 

and analysis.

The Mission of PARCA  



Regional Fragmentation



Key Questions

What is fragmentation?

Does fragmentation matter?

How can we reduce 
fragmentation?



What is fragmentation?

…overlapping of government services…

…size of central metro relative 
surrounding communities…

…number of governments per capita…

…general sense of competition, 
replication, inefficiency… 



Why does fragmentation matter?

Divides Resources  

Diffuses Decision-Making

Amplifies Disparities Between 
Communities

Leads to Unnecessary Duplication of 
Government



Why does fragmentation matter?

Fragmentation is highly correlated with 
negative economic indicators. 







How can we reduce fragmentation?

Expanded regional collaboration



Regional Cooperation



“In a mobile and global economy, adjacent cities and 
counties are not competing against one another for 

prosperity. Instead, entire metro areas compete 
collectively for growth, competing against other 
metropolitan areas in the state, the region, the 

nation, and the world.”

A Greater Shoals: A Pathway, Public Affairs Research Council of Alabama © 2019

Our Fortunes are Shared



Option 1: Political Consolidation



Option 2: Functional Consolidation



Option 3: Modernized County Government



Option 4: Regional Organizations



Fragmentation 

in Birmingham





What we found in Birmingham

Suspicion and defensiveness

Deep racial issues

A reflex of opposition

But ... people at large are very open to the 
idea of sharing services and cooperating. 

Young people are open to innovation



Fragmentation 

in the Shoals



The Shoals has shown impressive 
creativity and vision in finding 

alternative ways to come 
together at moments of 

challenge and opportunity. 



What we found in the Shoals

Openness and courage

A feeling of optimism, that the Shoals is 
having its moment.

Comparatively minor rivalries and 
resentments.

The effects of fragmentation, but also 
some important counter-effects.















Strengths and 

Opportunities in the 

Shoals



The Shoals is ahead of the game

Shoals Economic Development 
Authority and Fund

Shoals Chamber

Shoals Scholar Dollars



Opportunity

Continued and expanded priority on 
workforce development



The Shoals MSA leads 

all MSAs in Alabama in 

Scores on the ACT 

WorkKeys Assessment.





The Shoals MSA leads 

all MSAs in Alabama in 

College & Career 

Ready seniors.





The Shoals MSA is 2nd

of MSAs in Alabama in 

percent of graduates 

attending college.





Opportunity

Continued development of quality of 
life / place

























Opportunity

Broaden the definition of economic 
development beyond sites and incentives/



Modern economic development…

…is now about quality of place and  
quality of life  - as defined by those you 
want to attract.



Regional Cooperation in 

the Shoals



Would consolidation help?

Consolidation could…

boost size, profile, and prestige

decrease duplication

pool resources 

eliminate inter-city competition



Is consolidation achievable? 

Probably not in the near term

…merger is rare

…geography interferes with potential 
economies of scale

…utilities and schools create complexity



Build on history of successful collaboration

Combine tourism efforts

connect to the river

commit to governmental 
cooperation



Governmental Cooperation

Formation of a mayors’ council

Consider the city manager form of 
government 

Drive toward shared services

Explore the merger of Tuscumbia and 
Sheffield



Metros Matter

“Metro areas are the engines
of economic prosperity in the modern

United States. Dynamic metro areas work 
collaboratively and systematically to build on 
their own distinctive strengths and address 

weaknesses to create more vibrant and 
livable communities.”

From The Metropolitan Revolution: How Cities and Metros Are Fixing Our Broken Politics 
and Fragile Economy 



The Shoals is again at a moment of unparalleled 
opportunity, but it is one that will require cross-

community cooperation to capitalize on. The 
collaborative structures already in place should be 

valued and built upon, and new collaborative 
initiatives should be pursued. 
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